With the ever-increasing amounts of money being spent on stadiums (and turfgrass fields), the revenue-hunters don't allow these venues to sit empty for too long. Many turf managers know the feeling; after being told "This is a single-use facility," they soon are asked to diligently research the turf protection business.

The trend to the single-use stadium, such as Astrodome in Houston, Comerica Park in Detroit, Pacific Bell Park in San Francisco, or Safeco Field in Seattle, doesn't mean no other events take place in these "baseball-only" parks. Each of those stadiums has hosted other events, such as a George Strait concert, Microsoft's 25th anniversary party, and the Catholic Church Celebration.

Michael Beane, the director of marketing at Terraplas USA Rentals, says he's been through this many times. "Every conversation I have with a turf manager, sooner or later, he or she says 'I know you have done this in other stadiums; however, our grass is unique and I'm not sure it will work here.'"

Beane says the conversation also always turns to pricing. "As is always the case, the best product costs more."

After the turf manager has had a chance to check out the materials Beane sends him or her, the research is usually over, says Beane. "Just a few calls to his or her friends on our Client and Reference list and they hear 'If you have to cover your field, there is only one system that will assure the best results.' List of other Terraplas users:

- Giants Stadium, The Meadowlands, NJ
- Soldier Field, Chicago
- Pro Player Stadium, Miami
- Alltel Stadium, Jacksonville
- Cotton Bowl, Dallas
- Arrowhead Stadium, Kansas City
- Ohio Stadium, Columbus
- Turner Field, Atlanta

Terraplas USA Rentals/903-983-2111
For information, circle 054

Any turf manager knows that today "single-use facility" is an oxymoron.

The toughest job may be to convince management to spend the money to protect your turf.
UP AND DOWN IN TWO

With Curb-It, you can take mowing apparatus (including lawn tractors and towable equipment, along with some walk-behind and riding mowers) up and down curbs easily. Curb-It was invented by a commercial mowing contractor and is inexpensive, says the inventor, and will pay for themselves quickly.

The product is easy to assemble and use and is fully adjustable to the wheel widths of any size tractor or mower.

Curb-It/608-752-5229
For information, circle 180

EQUIPMENT BOXES

These rugged equipment lock boxes safeguard your equipment with steel construction and a double padlock hasp. Perfect for on-the-spot storage, they have an option for wheels or holes to allow permanent placement if desired.

Safety features include a compression spring lid that prevents the top from slamming shut on heads or fingers, and a hold-open arm that keeps the wind from accidentally closing the lid. Standard size is 30 x 30 x 48 in. Custom sizes and colors are available.

Thybar Corp/800-666-2872
For information, circle 188

POROUS PARKING & DRIVING SURFACE

Glenn Rehbein Co. provides two forms of porous heavy access driving and parking surfaces.

Netpave System is a combination of turf/sand/soil and mesh segments that combine to provide a load bearing, compaction resistant profile. This system can be used for perimeter or overflow parking, emergency access routes, and still be available for other recreational use.

The Netpave System is a surface and sub-surface product that protects the turf or plants that are grown in the drive or parking area. It can also be used with decorative stone.

Glenn Rehbein Companies/763-784-0657
For information, circle 099
Around the Grounds

GROUND COVER MATS
AlturaMATS are 1/2-in. thick, 100 percent polyethylene mats that can support heavy-duty equipment such as trucks, bulldozers, and backhoes. Thick cleats on both sides eliminate slipping. Product is alternative to plywood or fiberglass.
AlturaMATS/888-544-6287
For information, circle 182

SIDELINE MATS PROVIDE IN-GAME PROTECTION
A tough polyester fabric that provides protection for your natural turf. Enkamat Plus is a unique product made of a 3/4-in. nylon matting that has been heat bonded to a tough, polyester fabric. The 95 percent open, three-dimensional matting provides an airspace and a structure that flexes as athletes and coaches continually walk over it on the sidelines. The polyester provides a smooth walkable surface that allows rainfall to penetrate through to the turf below. Enkamat Plus is an innovative product perfect for protecting natural turf fields in the most vulnerable areas—the sidelines during football and soccer games and around the batting cages and fungo areas for baseball practices and games.
Product features include rolling out and up quickly, easily reusable over and over; available in 16 x 150-ft. size; and easy to store.
Colbond, Inc./800-365-7391 x 5016
For information, circle 055

MOTION SENSORS
Heath/Zenith, a leader in motion activated security lighting, enhances the category with Creep Zone detection, only available in Heath/Zenith motion activated security lights. Creep Zone allows a motion sensor to detect activity directly beneath itself, an important security benefit. The exclusive look down feature is available in the model SL-5105 Security Light. In addition, the light offers other exclusive Heath/Zenith features such as Dual Brite 2-Level Lighting, for combination accent and security light, and Pulse Count technology that reduces nuisance lighting from false signals. This model not only includes a 240-degree detection range, it also features power outage reset, daylight shutoff, adjustable range and selectable time settings. The product uses traditional floodlight bulbs housed in a decorative, full size lamp cover.
Heath/Zenith/800-658-8501
For information, circle 176

SPORTSTURF • http://www.greenmediaonline.com
NO BITE ON THIS BARK
NSW, LLC has introduced a rigid plastic mesh netting that protects young tree trunks from damage caused by deer and other wildlife, string trimmers, mowers, or other tools. The Tree Protector wrap keeps animals from feeding and rubbing on tree bark, and shields the bark from contact.
Unlike plastic sheet wrap, the product will not harbor insects or trap moisture around the trunk. It allows needed air, light, and chemicals to reach the bark. Unlike sheet metal and wire mesh, the flexible wrap can be erected and removed easily. Lengths up to 5 ft. are available.
NSW, LLC/800-368-3610
For information, circle 179

The grass is always greener when it's protected by a TERRAPLAS® turf protection system

Terraplas USA Rentals, LLC 903.983.2111
www.terraplasusa.com mbeane@terraplasusa.com
Circle 119 on card or www.OneRS.net/205sp-119
A CLEAR SOLUTION

USG Industrial-Ground Gypsum offers a quick and environmentally safe means of clearing muddy ponds, lakes or other bodies of water. The product is hydrated calcium sulfate, finely ground powder that dissolves in water. When applied to muddy standing water, the positively charged ions cause suspended clay particles in the water to clump together in "flocules" and settle out because of their weight, leaving the water clean within a few days.

Lakes up to 40 acres have been successfully treated, says the company. The product doesn't disturb the hardness of the water or adversely affect plants or animals.

USG Corp./800-487-4431
For information, circle 181

COLD WATER WASHER

Landa has an optional upgrade that provides portability to its SEA stationary cold water pressure washer. Among the available add-ons are stainless steel cart with two large, solid rubber wheels and two caster wheels, a detergent container rack, mounted electric cord hooks, and a high-pressure hose reel.

In business since 1969, Landa pressure washers are manufactured in an ISO-9001 certified plant.

Landa/800-547-8672, x175
For information, circle 187

FLEXIBLE JOINT SEALER

Fill your concrete expansion joint weak spots with Tigerthane 220 from Garon Products. It provides a durable, flexible seal that won't break if concrete moves. It is good for repairing spalled joints and filling random cracks and patching gouges, holes or surface defects.

The product sets in 60 minutes and is a two-part polyurea elastomer that can be used on floors where sanitary conditions are needed.

Garon Products/800-631-5380
For information, circle 184
SYNTHESIS OF ECOLOGY & TECHNOLOGY

Progressive ecological thinking has established itself for applications that traditionally have called for solid paving. Grass Pavers provide answers to problems associated with supplying functional areas, while maintaining green space and dealing with stormwater management compliance. The porosity of the paver eliminates the need for retention ponds, drainage systems, and other means of dealing with runoff associated with solid paving.

Grassy Pavers provide the strength of pavement with the natural beauty of grass while simultaneously eliminating soil compaction, reducing reflective heat, and allowing for all-weather accessibility.

Product is available in two sizes, four colors, and in both a rigid and semi-rigid version.

RK Manufacturing/800-957-5575
For information, circle 056

CUSTOM NETTING, WINDSCREENS

California Industrial Fabrics manufactures wind-screens, sight barriers, shade fabrics, and custom netting for baseball and golf. Its Pro-Block fabric, for example, is guaranteed for 5 years against UV degradation.

All windscreen and sight barrier fabrics are rot resistant, available in rolls, can be fabricated to your specs, allow water to pass through, are easy cut to fit, do not include grommets, and are available in many colors.

California Industrial Fabrics/619-661-7166
For information, circle 183

DELTA BLUEGRASS COMPANY

...When You Install The Best Performing Turf!

DELTA BLUEGRASS’ SPECIALTY BLENDS FOR SPORTS FIELDS

are grown on a sand base to meet the strict criteria for many individual installations.

Call for information about your specific needs and field renovation services.

P.O. Box 307, Stockton, CA 95201 • (800) 637-8873 or (209) 4 6 9-7979

CONTRACTOR’S LICENSE # C-27 752734

Circle 120 on card or www.OneRS.net/205sp-120
LARGE CAPACITY HOSE REEL

Coxreel's 1125 Series hose reels feature an open hose slot and low profile outlet riser that work together allowing you easy, even wraps of the hose around the drum. Operator efficiency is also enhanced with a longer drum lock pin, a round taper crank handle, and a long wearing corrosion-resistant adjustable tension brake.

This 1125 Series is also available with motorized rewind featuring a direct gear driven design and your choice between air, hydraulic, and electric rewind. Hose capacities available to 500 ft. and working pressures to 5,000 psi.

Coxreels/800-269-7335
For information, circle 177

SEGMENTAL PAVEMENT SYSTEM

Sandlock joint sand stabilizer additive from PAVE TECH prevents sand loss due to wind, traffic, moisture or thermal movement. There are NO harmful chemicals, it is 100% organic. The product is safe for use around plants, animals and people and works in all climatic conditions. Sandlock is mixed on site with joint sand; sweep and compact into the joints, soak with water and let dry. A natural "glue" is formed binding the sand between the pavers. By mixing on site with native sand, the need for shipping many bags of heavy material for jointing sand is eliminated.

Pave Tech Inc/952-226-6400
For information, circle 178

AerWay®

Compaction is a Leading Cause of Injuries on the Sports fields

• No Clean-up of Messy Cores
• No Disruption of Play
• Up to 7” of Deep Tine Compaction Relief
• Starting at under $3,000.00

AerWay® offers low cost, low maintenance, long lasting options

for more information call 1-800-457-8310

Advanced Aeration Systems
www.aerway.com aerway@thehollandgroupinc.com

Compliance Safety Inc.

Safety Products For The Outdoor Workplace

Spring 2002 Catalog

Great Brands!
Low Prices!
In Stock!
Next Day Shipments!
Warranty/Guarantees!

Order By Phone: 800-340-3413
Order Online: www.compliancesafety.com

SAFETY CATALOG

Compliance Safety Inc. distributes safety products to the turf market and has available its Spring 2002 catalog, which features hundreds of personal protection and safety equipment items. The company offers a wholesale program to specialty distributors in the turf market.

The company's product line includes safety glasses, protective clothing, footwear, respirators, sunscreen, flashlights, hazmat signs, hearing protection products, first aid kits, protective gloves, ergonomic products, spill response kits, and chemical storage products.

Compliance Safety/800-340-3413
For information, circle 185
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ROLLOUT FLOORING SYSTEM

The PORTAFLOOR rollout flooring system was used to cover several local venues in Salt Lake City during the Winter Olympics, the largest being Washington Square downtown. Pioneer Park, Liberty Park, and the Courthouse Station also sported the portable flooring.

"We are very happy that we chose PORTAFLOOR," said a representative of Salt Lake City Corp. "Price was a huge concern, but we also wanted a product that would protect our grass and was easy to install."

PORTAFLOOR provides the solution with technology that combines to produce both pedestrian friendly and protective flooring. The protective canopy that is formed when the product is installed allows the grass to maintain its integrity for many days of use. In addition to grass protection, PORTAFLOOR can also be used over sand, gravel, asphalt, dirt, artificial turf, concrete and more without damaging the surface beneath.

Sport Court Inc/801-972-0260
For information, circle 057

BASEBALL SUPPLIES

Southern Athletic Fields supplies baseball and softball field accessories, including heavy-duty still drag mats, standard drag mats, 10 x 10-in. tamps, manual sod cutters, Poly-Cap fence guides, mound rulers, as well as bases, home plates, and pitching rubbers by Hollywood.

Southern Athletic Fields/800-837-8062
For information, circle 058

WINDSCREENS

Pioneer’s protective windscreens reduce wind gusts, distractions, and glare while lending a clean background for outdoor sport venues, especially baseball fields, batting cages, field houses, and volleyball and tennis courts. The windscreens come in three different materials and can be custom sized. Available colors include Dark Green, Royal Blue, Black, or custom color depending on material chosen. Open mesh vinyl-coated polyester windscreen can be customized with team logos.

Pioneer Manufacturing/800-877-1500
For information, circle 186

Ease of a rotary with the striping of a reel.

Introducing the I-STRIPE® 22.

You've never seen a rotary mower do what the I-Stripe® 22 can do. The I-Stripe® features a 22-inch self-propelled rear roller drive—similar to those used on walking greens mowers—to create a classic striped finish. Its finned deck gives you top-notch cutting and collection, and it's made of diecast aluminum for durability. You just can't pass on stripes like these. Call 888.907.3463 to arrange your demo today.

www.nationalmower.com

Circle 122 on card or www.OneRS.net/205sp-122
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